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Why Autonomous Cars, Trucks, Buses?

 Technology imperative

 Manifold benefits for individuals and society

 Safety

 Freedom

 Affordability

 Productivity

 Infrastructure

 Entrepreneurship

 National and Global Economy

 Ur-Technology for Autonomous Robots 



Technology Imperative

 Technology that is feasible and useful will 

emerge like a weed in a sidewalk crack

 Autonomous cars will be “the next big thing”

 All major auto companies are developing 

autonomous vehicles; in U.S., E.U., and Asia 

(including China); many teamed with high-tech 

firms; also some non-auto companies (e.g., 

Google, Amazon, Uber) 

 Disruptive technology: causes major changes in 

industry

 Transformative technology: causes major 

changes in society, culture, and relationships 

among individuals 

 Driverless (autonomous) vehicles will be a 

disruptive and transformative technology

 Autonomous vehicles will be a foundational 

technology leading to ubiquitous autonomous 

civil and military robots of many kinds



Safety

 Crashes Globally: 1 million deaths, 50 million 

injuries per year

 Crashes in U.S.: Over 6 million crashes, 35,000 

deaths, 3 million injuries per year, costing $250 

billion per year: almost all caused by driver 

failure (error, distraction, or impairment)

 Errors: misjudge distance, speed, size, intention

 Distraction: multi-tasking; texting, phoning, 

grooming, watching videos or computer screens, 

listening to music, eating and drinking, fiddling 

with controls 

 Impairment: alcohol, drugs, sleep-deprived, vision-

impaired, mindless meandering, lost, road rage



Freedom And Affordability

 Affordability

 Autonomous technology will become 

inexpensive, making autonomous vehicles 

more affordable

 Many or most autonomous vehicles may be 

owned in fleets by companies or 

municipalities providing inexpensive ride 

services: cars, taxis, vans, jitneys, buses

 No drivers and economies of scale mean 

inexpensive rides, including door-to-door 

service  

 Freedom

 The old, young, infirm, urban-dwellers, and 

those who choose not to drive will be able to 

travel independently

 Caregivers will gain freedom as well

 With inexpensive service, the poor will also 

have more freedom of travel 

 Greater freedom where to work and live



Productivity And Infrastructure

 Productivity

 Transport of goods and people much more 

efficient and less expensive 

 Commuters or longer distance travelers gain 

time for work, education, or rest

 Location of factories or business and 

government facilities less dependent on 

conventional transportation convenience 

 Infrastructure

 More road-lane equivalents without more 

land, asphalt, or construction costs: greater 

throughput on narrower lanes

 Fewer, less expensive parking facilities: 

more vehicles constantly in use; outlying 

parking not in prime locations

 Fewer or no signs and signals

 More and safer space for pedestrians and 

bicycles

 Major changes in cities and suburbs



Entrepreneurship And Economy 

 Entrepreneurship examples

 Software business for vehicle control and 

interior applications (e.g., passenger 

productivity and comfort)

 Exterior and interior design firms

 Vehicle ownership and services

 Consumer and household services

 Infrastructure and real estate construction 

and services

 New enterprise for emerging autonomous 

robots

 National And Global Economy

 Increase in national wealth: savings from 

previously lost productivity and costs; 

increase in GDP from new enterprises

 Increase in global wealth: Increased 

productivity and reduced costs; new 

enterprise opportunities with autonomous 

vehicles and emerging autonomous robots    



Ur-Technology For All Autonomous Robots 

 Autonomous intelligent vehicles have a 

limited but sufficient domain of knowledge 

and ability

 Their success will serve as the basis for 

developing and evolving autonomous 

robots into many kinds for manifold 

applications 

 Biomimetic robots: humanoid and legged 

(chimera and multi-legged); zoomorphic 

(snakes, lizards, fish, octopuses, primates, 

birds, insects, etc.): being developed

 Prediction: humanoid and chimera robots 

will become sufficiently physically adept 

and cognitively capable for many 

applications by 2030

 Humanoid and chimera robots will be able 

to replace humans for most jobs by 2035

 The consequences are largely unexamined 



U.S. Military Path Toward Autonomy



Autonomous Cars: Finally Emerging 

 1957: Driverless car concept (embedded wires in road)

 1990s: Automated Highway System (AHS): testbed for embedded 

wires in section of highway in California – worked well but was not 

practical approach for autonomous vehicles



Autonomous Cars: Finally Emerging 

 2003 to 2010: The U.S. DOD sponsored the Intelligent Vehicle 

Technology Transfer (IVTT) program (which we initiated and 

managed)  to encourage the automotive industry to develop and 

commercialize autonomous vehicles – the DOD could then acquire 

less expensive autonomous vehicles with better technology

 Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsored 

the Grand Challenge (2004-2005) and Urban Grand Challenge 

(2007) to encourage development of autonomous vehicles; then 

sponsored the autonomous humanoid robot challenge (2015) 

 Now Tesla and others are on verge of full autonomy



A Note On Technology Forecasting

 First order impacts: linear extrapolation 

– faster, better, cheaper (with caveats)

 Second and third order impacts: non-

linear, more difficult to forecast

 Analogy: The automobile in early 1900s

 Faster, better, cheaper than horse and 

buggy (but initially does not completely 

surpass previous technology)

 Then industrial changes: rise of 

automotive industry, oil industry, road & 

bridge construction, etc.

 Then social changes: clothing, rise of 

suburbs, family structure (teenage 

drivers, dating), increasing wealth and 

personal mobility 

 Then geopolitical changes: oil cartels, 

foreign policy, religious and tribal 

conflict, wars, environmental degradation 

and global warming



Example: Law Enforcement: Prognostication: In 

The Next Six Years

 Autonomous cars, vans, and trucks will be 

available for purchase, lease, service – or theft 

 Criminals and terrorists will love and use 

autonomous vehicles 

 Some law enforcement agencies will start 

employing autonomous vehicles

 Criminals will quickly develop new tactics for 

using autonomous vehicles to commit crimes

 Terrorists, without being suicidal, could 

deploy weapons of mass destruction (WMD) 

autonomously

 New law enforcement strategies and tactics 

will be needed to prevent and counter crime 

and terrorism involving autonomous vehicles

 New law enforcement policies and procedures 

will be needed for using autonomous vehicles 

and avoiding adverse consequences



Autonomous Vehicle Characteristics: Effecting 

Law Enforcement Operations

 No need to encase and protect humans: can be smaller, lighter, more 

maneuverable, faster, expendable as needed; or can carry officers

 Autonomous SWAT or tactical vehicles can be as aggressive as needed 

without risking casualties

 Can patrol or provide surveillance without needing to eat, rest, or sleep

 Low operating costs: large numbers can be deployed to patrol high-

crime areas or prevent terrorist attacks 

 Can operate in the presence of some WMD: chemical, biological, 

radiological, or nuclear (CBRN) threats

 Autonomous vehicles can share sensory perception and decision-

making



Example Scenario: Patrol Cars

 Autonomous patrol cars can be small and 

maneuverable for urban areas – with no 

accommodation for passengers 

 Serve as tireless mobile sensor platforms, 

sense environment, license plates and vehicles

 With low operating costs, large numbers can be 

deployed to patrol high-crime areas

 Can be supervised from control center or 

manned patrol cars – one operator supervising 

many vehicles

 Eventually can be equipped with non-lethal or 

lethal weapons 

 Smaller autonomous robotic vehicles (similar to 

EOD robots) can be deployed from larger 

vehicles (mother-ships) to patrol on sidewalks; 

able to enter buildings, climb stairs, or summon 

elevators (humanoid robots available by 2035)

 Conventional sized autonomous patrol car can 

carry officer (better able to focus on the 

neighborhood) - or patrol without officer



Example Scenario: Walk N’ Roll Concept

 Walk n’ Roll police patrol concept: team the 

foot patrol officer with an autonomous 

patrol car “partner”;  combine community 

policing benefits of foot patrol with the 

efficiency advantages of cruiser patrol

 Vehicle could follow officer through the 

neighborhood at walking speed, if the 

streets and traffic patterns permit  

 Or vehicle could park at curbside on a block 

being patrolled by the officer, then drive 

itself to the next block as the officer 

progresses along on the beat 

 Officer can summon and enter the vehicle 

at any time to use the onboard computer to 

access information, communicate privately, 

take a break, ride in the vehicle while 

responding to a service call, transport a 

suspect, or commute between the beat and 

the precinct house   



Example Scenario: Walk N’ Roll Concept

 Autonomous police patrol vehicle will be equipped with additional 

hardware and software, including sensors, processors, and 

communications links to a Cloud containing law enforcement 

databases and software, including machine intelligence software 

providing AI tools, such as a natural language interface  

 While teamed with a foot patrol officer, and accompany the officer on 

the beat, the autonomous vehicle will perform many transformative 

functions to assist the officer and enhance effectiveness and 

efficiency



Example Scenario: Walk N’ Roll Concept

 Autonomous functions include:

 Provide immediate autonomous transport as needed for the officer, 

victims, or suspects

 Autonomously drive the officer while the officer is busy with the 

computer, surveillance, or communications, thereby avoiding accidents 

caused by a distracted officer manually driving (not an uncommon 

event)

 Perform constant 360-degree surveillance for situational awareness while 

the officer is otherwise engaged on the block during foot patrol, 

especially scanning across the street and behind the officer (eyes in the 

back of the head)  



Example Scenario: Walk N’ Roll Concept

 Autonomous functions (continued):

 Perform facial and vehicle recognition, especially for neighborhood 

residents  

 Detect anomalies, such as a broken window or someone lurking in a 

doorway at night  

 Detect and report traffic violations, such as speeding or weaving in 

traffic

 Communicate in natural language with the officer and headquarters, 

reporting suspicious anomalies or violations as they are observed 

 In addition to providing situational awareness of the immediate area, 

provide the officer database-derived information or explanatory analyses 

on request  



Example Scenario: Walk N’ Roll Concept

 Autonomous functions (continued):

 Assist an inexperienced officer in a difficult 

situation with guidance from experienced 

patrol officers as encoded in an artificial 

intelligence expert system

 Communicate directly with the public in 

natural language (whether English, 

Spanish, or any other languages needed 

for the residents of the neighborhood); 

e.g., a friendly greeting, where the vehicle 

recognizes the neighborhood resident and 

remembers previous conversations (e.g., 

“Hi Sam, how are you, and how is your wife 

Susan feeling?  Is she over her cold?”); or 

a friendly warning (“Hey Phil, there’s a $50 

fine for littering, so please pick up your 

trash now so I don’t have to give you a 

summons)  



Example Scenario: Walk N’ Roll Concept

 Autonomous functions (continued):

 A resident might have something to say or 

report to the vehicle (e.g., people have become 

accustomed to talking to Siri, once no less 

bizarre, all the time)

 The car could ask the officer to speak with the 

resident, if necessary, with the vehicle 

translating as needed

 Respond autonomously to a call for service 

elsewhere or to pursue a speeding or wanted 

car, for example, while the officer remains on the 

beat, if appropriate 

 Maintain detailed daily records for the officer of 

all beat interactions and anomalous 

observations, analyze the records, and provide 

summary reports to the officer (who could 

modify the reports as needed)  



Example Scenario: Walk N’ Roll Concept

 Autonomous functions (continued):

 Allow for (intermittent) foot patrols in suburban 

areas and rural towns (e.g., to prevent 

burglaries, vandalism, and more serious crimes 

in suburban areas and neighborhoods)  

 Split patrols with officer on foot and the 

autonomous cruiser covering different sections 

where there have been burglaries or vandalism

 Serve as a roving neighborhood police station 

(allowing residents to interact with the police 

department to report crimes or neighborhood 

concerns)

 Conduct field interviews by the remotely located 

police staff or transport victims to the nearest 

precinct or hospital

 Provide safety for officers in pursuits and when 

vehicles are used as weapons against officers



Car Autonomy: Definition

 An autonomous police cruiser will need 

autonomous capabilities beyond that of safely 

driving itself a city: 

 A knowledgebase with information other than 

driving, e.g., police procedures, officers in the 

department, innocent civilians in the 

neighborhood, former criminals and arrestees, 

human behavior and emotions, facial and vehicle 

recognition, etc.  

 Machine intelligence tools and techniques for 

achieving suitable perception and behaviors in 

conjunction with the knowledgebase  

 Autonomy has had many definitions, including 

formal definitions by the Department of Defense 

(as we will discuss)

 Autonomous vehicle developers have defined 5 

levels of autonomy

 For vehicles to perform tasks other than driving, 

we define an autonomy Level 6



Car Autonomy: Definition
 Levels of autonomy: 

 Level 0: no autonomy

 Level 1: a few functions, such as automated 

cruise control, are automated  

 Level 2: the driver, while always monitoring 

the car, does not have to steer or brake or 

accelerate under some driving conditions 

 Level 3: the vehicle can drive mostly 

autonomously, but the driver must always 

be alert to take over as needed (vehicle may 

check the driver’s alertness regularly) 

 Level 4: vehicle can operate fully 

autonomously at least in some 

environments, e.g., on an interstate road, 

without the driver having to be alert while in 

that environment (a driver must always be in 

the vehicle  

 Level 5: vehicle can operate fully 

autonomously without any human or driver 

in the vehicle



Car Autonomy: Definition
 We define a new level, Level 6: 

 Level 6: an autonomous vehicle, such as a police 

cruiser, can drive itself with self-contained hardware 

and software (perhaps supplemented by the 

developmental Connected Vehicle System, where 

vehicles communicate with each other and the 

infrastructure for greater safety and efficiency), but 

make use of the Cloud to access and use 

supplementary knowledge bases and artificial 

intelligence software  

 Example: vehicle might access IBM’s Watson to use 

for natural language interaction with neighborhood 

civilians, or to discuss reporting requirements with 

its partner police officer  

 Using data and software in the Cloud, vehicle will be 

able to recognize license plates, vehicles, and faces

 Access to the cloud for non-driving cognition will 

save on the need to integrate hardware and software 

in each vehicle  



Example Scenario: Criminals

 Criminals could use autonomous vehicles to 

perpetrate conventional crimes (e.g., jewelry 

store robbery) more efficiently and effectively

 No get-away driver needed: vehicle can position 

itself as instructed, or arrive at a specified 

location at a specified time or (with software 

modification) serve as a look-out 

 Vehicle can select the fastest or most evasive 

route for the get-away and drive at maximum 

speed while avoiding crashes

 Other autonomous vehicles could be deployed 

before or during the robbery to block law 

enforcement access to the area by causing 

traffic jams or physically blocking streets

 An autonomous vehicle could carry the stolen 

goods to a destination while the thieves go 

elsewhere in different vehicle

 Autonomous vehicles will make possible new 

kinds of crimes (like the Internet did)



Example Scenario: Terrorists

 My preferred definition of terrorism: violence 

or the threat of violence intended to influence 

an audience

 The terrorist can be a lone true believer, a 

member of a group, or a mentally ill mass 

murderer seeking fame

 Autonomous vehicles will enable terrorists to 

be more efficient and effective without being 

suicidal

 The autonomous vehicle itself can be a 

Weapon of Mass Destruction (WMD)

 During the celebration of Bastille Day on 14 July 

16, in Nice, France, a Tunisian resident of 

France drove large truck into a celebrating 

crowd killing 86 people and injuring 434; the 

carnage finally stopped when the driver was 

shot to death by police

 What if there were no driver to be shot? 



Example Scenario: Terrorists

 My preferred definition of WMD: a weapon of mass destruction is a 

chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear (CBRN), or other weapon 

that can kill and bring significant harm to a large number of humans or 

cause great damage to human-made structures (e.g. buildings, bridges, 

or entire cities), natural structures (e.g. reservoirs or mountains), or the 

biosphere (e.g., farms or forests)

 Autonomous vehicles (cars, vans, trucks, buses, or new types of 

vehicles) are ideal for the dissemination of CBRN or other weapons 

(e.g., munitions, electromagnetic pulses (EMP), etc.) which can cause 

mass casualties or infrastructure damage, especially in cities 



Example Scenario: Terrorists

 WMD are defined in US law (18 USC 

§2332a) as:

 Any explosive, incendiary, or poison gas, 

including the following: a bomb; grenade; 

rocket having an explosive or incendiary 

charge of more than four ounces; missile 

having an explosive or incendiary charge 

of more than one-quarter ounce; mine; or 

device similar to any of the previously 

described devices;

 Any weapons that is designed or intend to 

cause death or serious bodily injury 

through the release, dissemination, or 

impact of toxic or poisonous chemicals, or 

their precursors;

 Any weapon involving a disease 

organism;

 Any weapon that is designed to release 

radiation or radioactivity at a level 

dangerous to human life



Potential Countermeasures

 Countermeasures to (commercial) 

autonomous vehicle threats can be 

configured like concentric barriers

 Vetted sales: prospective vehicle customers 

already undergo credit checks and weapons 

buyers and airplane passengers have 

background checks; autonomous vehicle 

buyers will also have security vetting; no-

buy list like no-fly list  

 Location tracking: all autonomous vehicle 

positions will always be known at a control 

center, as many vehicles already are 

(interference with system will cause vehicle 

inoperability) 

 Handshake: required connectivity for 

vehicle-control center “handshake” or 

updates; tamper-proof default or intentional 

shut-off 

 Nonlethal (e.g., EMP) or lethal (e.g., 

munitions or lasers) weapons to stop threat



Potential Countermeasures

 Countermeasures for home-made (not 

purchased from a dealer) autonomous 

vehicles (like home-made UAVs) will be 

more difficult to implement (except the 

terminal lethal countermeasures)

 As conventional vehicles are junked over a 

decade or two, there will be fewer 

opportunities for home-made automotive 

autonomous conversions, but the problem 

will remain in the near-term

 Autonomous vehicles illegally imported or 

manufactured and without integrated 

safeguards, could be a threat

 But lack of a signal from a vehicle would 

indicate a potential threat

 Law enforcement Cyberfield 

countermeasures could be effective with 

UAV, UGV, USV, and UUV coordinated 

autonomous swarm operations – all 

communicating with each other 



Ultimate Consequences Of Law Enforcement 

Robotics

 Third order impacts

 More or less crime?

 Better or worse police -

community relationships? 

 More or less effective 

prevention of terrorist 

acts?



Example: Military Applications: Effecting 

Doctrine, Strategy, Tactics, Order Of Battle  

 No need to encase and protect humans in 

vehicles: smaller, lighter, less expensive

 Expendable: suicide missions

 More survivable: can have smaller 

signature

 More maneuverable: faster

 Faster response time: pre-positioning

 Riskier maneuvers and tactics

 Fearless and aggressive: not deterred by 

near misses 

 No need to eat, rest, or sleep

 Fewer personnel can supervise more 

combatants

 Advancing, emerging technology: greater 

capability with decreasing cost

 Equivalent of ESP

 Disruptive, transformative technology



Example Impact On Army Doctrine

 ADRP [Army Doctrine Reference Publication] 3-05, 

Special Operations

 “Some [humanitarian missions not requiring 

combat] can rapidly escalate to combat 

operations and require a significant effort to 

protect U.S. forces while accomplishing the 

mission”

 Impact: Autonomous vehicles mean fewer human 

forces to protect, providing greater ability to 

complete mission faster and successfully

 “A rapid tempo offsets small numbers and limited 

firepower by not allowing the adversary the time 

to bring its main strength to bear on the 

committed ARSOF [Army Special Operations 

Forces]”.

 Impact: Autonomous vehicles mean the numbers 

need not be small and the tempo can be much 

faster (e.g., prepositioned or air-delivered robots), 

providing greater probability of successful 

mission



Example Impact On Army Doctrine

 ADRP 3-90, Offense and Defense:

 Hasty operation: commander directs 

immediately available forces, using fragmentary 

orders, to perform activities with minimal 

preparation, trading planning and preparation 

time for speed of execution

 Deliberate operation: the tactical situation 

allows the development and coordination of

detailed plans, including multiple branches and 

sequels

 Impact: Autonomous vehicles will allow hasty 

operations to be come more deliberate with 

greater chance of success because:

 Impact: Autonomous vehicles can have perfect 

knowledge of plans, pre-stored or delivered in 

real-time

 Impact: Autonomous vehicles can 

communicate and coordinate with each other as 

a coupled swarm

 Impact: Autonomous vehicles can be pre-

positioned for immediate deployment



Example Impact On Army Strategy

 Example offensive strategy:

 Shock and awe: strategy of using overwhelming 

power to try and achieve rapid dominance over the 

enemy

 Impact: Overwhelming air power is insufficient; 

occupation of the ground is still required for 

ultimate victory; but vulnerable human “boots” can 

be replaced by thousands of autonomous robotic 

vehicles 

 Impact: Long-term, not short-term, effectiveness 

and mission accomplishment 



Example Impact On Army Strategy

 Example offensive strategy:

 Swarming: Military swarming involves the 

use of a decentralized force against an 

opponent, in a manner that emphasizes 

mobility, communication, unit autonomy, 

coordination, and synchronization

 Impact: Autonomous robotic vehicles are 

ideal for swarming: instantly they can share 

thoughts, memories, sensory, information, 

and plans

 Impact: Multiple vehicles can share a single 

autonomous intelligent control system 

framework

 Impact: Robot swarms, like those of 

insects, fish, and birds, can succeed using 

alternative coordination and 

synchronization methods even if RF 

communications do not function



Example Impact On Army Tactics

 Example Tactic: FM 17-15 Tank Platoon

 Bounding overwatch (alternate or successive bounds): used when 

contact expected (most secure, but slowest, movement technique)

 Impact: Autonomous combat vehicles, without human casualties, can 

risk faster, more aggressive bounding overwatch – or employ an 

aggressive, faster traveling overwatch



Example Impact On Army Tactics

 Example Tactic: FM 3-06 Urban 

Operations: Offensive Maneuvers: 

Envelopment 

 Ideal maneuver to isolate threat elements 

in urban area; sets conditions for 

attacking urban area from flank or rear; it 

is difficult because achieving sufficient 

speed is difficult in urban area with 3D 

defenses

 Impact: Autonomous vehicles are ideal 

for urban combat: can move rapidly and 

sustain acceptable losses without 

human casualties 

 Impact: Eventually autonomous 

humanoid combat robots will negotiate 

the structures and artifacts in urban 

environment that are designed for 

humans



Example Impact On Order Of Battle

 Order of battle: the units, formations, and 

equipment of a military force

 First order impacts 

 Greater flexibility for forces

 Greater accuracy for RSTA

 Fewer casualties (friendly forces and non-

combatants)

 Faster, more aggressive deployment

 Lower-cost platforms

 Asymmetric warfare more dangerous: autonomous 

combat robots available to non-state actors

 Second and third order impacts 

 Changes in organization, composition, and 

structure of forces, e.g., few or no humans or 

augmented human warfighters; more rapidly 

deployed or pre-positioned, autonomous integrated 

air, ground, sea platforms 

 Synchronized swarms: 3D cyber-warfare (The 

Cyberfield)



Prognostication: In The Next Six Years
 Conventional armies will acquire commercially 

available autonomous vehicles to be modified for 

combat – or employ the technology as a basis for 

new autonomous military platforms

 Autonomous robotic ground vehicles will become 

globally ubiquitous – just as UAVs became 

pervasive and used by global militaries

 UAVs became weaponized and so will UGVs

 Non-state actors (e.g., militants and terrorists) will 

acquire, modify, and weaponize commercial 

autonomous vehicles  

 New doctrine, strategies, and tactics needed to 

combat conventional adversary equipped with 

autonomous vehicles

 New countermeasures may be needed to combat 

non-state adversaries equipped with commercial 

autonomous vehicles, for example: vetted sales (like 

selling weapons); tamper-proof integrated kill 

switches and GPS transmitters with remote access; 

required intermittent connectivity (e.g., for 

“handshake” or updates) or tamper-proof default 

shut-off 



Ultimate Consequences Of Military Robotics

 Third order impacts

 More intervention?

 More humane?

 More hubris?

 More peace?

 More war?



Addendum 1: Definitions And Issues 



What Is Intelligence?

 Pragmatic definition of intelligence: “an 
intelligent system is a system with the ability 
to act appropriately (or make an appropriate 
choice or decision) in an uncertain 
environment.”  

 An appropriate action (or choice) is that which 
maximizes the probability of successfully 
achieving the system’s mission, function, or 
purpose

 Intelligence need not be at the human level 

 Example: appropriate vehicle intelligence: 
ability of an autonomous vehicle to perform at 
least as skilled as a good human driver would 
under a variety of conditions (does not need to 
know how to play chess or make an omelet)  

 Desired vehicle intelligence: depends on the 
user’s requirements and technical, 
operational, and economical feasibility of 
achieving the desired level of intelligence



What Is Learning?

 Learning: the acquisition of 

knowledge, skill, ability, or 

understanding by study, instruction, 

or experience, as evidenced by 

achieving growing success 

(improved behavior), with respect to 

suitable metrics, in a fixed 

environment 

 Learning takes place when the 

system’s behavior increases the 

efficiency with which data, 

information, and knowledge is 

processed so that desirable states 

are reached, errors avoided, or a 

portion of the system’s environment 

is controlled



What Is Adaptation?

 Adaptation: A change in behavior 

(or structure) in response to a

changed environment

 Able to maintain critical or 

essential variables within physical 

(or physiological) limits (e.g., 

homeostasis)

 Where the changed behavior (or 

structure) increases the probability 

that the system can achieve its 

function or purpose (e.g., maintain 

homeostasis) by adjusting to the 

new or changed environment

Learning: fixed environment

Adaptation: changed environment



What Is Wisdom?

 Many projects to develop machine learning 

and intelligence – but none yet for machine 

wisdom

 The original meaning of the word philosophy

is “love of (or search for) wisdom”

 A perception of the relativity and relationships 

among things  

 An awareness of wholeness that does not lose 

sight of particularity or concreteness, or of the 

intricacies of interrelationships 

 The ability to filter the inessential from the 

essential, to recognize that which is significant 

amongst the detail, to see the forest as well as 

the trees

 Knowledge involves aggregating facts; 

wisdom lies in disaggregating facts



What Is A System?

 Many definitions, but my favorites:

 A system is a set of variables 

selected by an observer, where a 

variable may be defined as a 

measurable quantity which at every 

instant has a definite numerical 

value

 A quantity which, for example, can 

be represented by a measuring 

device such as a ruler or a vehicle 

automobile speedometer (or, 

perhaps, a subjective evaluation) 

 A system is anything that has parts 

 An observer may define a system to 

be whatever is convenient for a 

particular purpose (such as to solve 

a problem) 

 Must distinguish between the 

system and its environment



What Is A Cybernetic System?
 An autonomous intelligent control system 

is a cybernetic system

 Cybernetics (coined by Norbert Wiener from 

the Greek "kubernetes," or "steersman,"): 

"the science of communication and control 

in the animal and the machine," [Wiener 

1967] 

 Cybernetic system: a human/machine [or 

just machine] system, designed for a 

purpose, having negative feedback 

 Cybernetics as a field of study generally 

includes:

 Information and communications theory; 

computer science and neuroscience; feedback 

loops; learning and self-reproducing 

machines; the relation between human and 

machine; and the impact of intelligent 

machines on society



What Is Autonomy?

 Definition still being refined

 DOD Directive No. 3000.09, 21 Nov. 2012

 Autonomous weapon system: a weapon system 

that, once activated, can select and engage 

targets without further intervention by a human 

operator 

 Human-supervised autonomous weapon system: 

an autonomous weapon system that is designed 

to provide human operators with the ability to 

intervene and terminate engagements, including 

in the event of a weapon system failure, before 

unacceptable levels of damage occur

 Semi-autonomous weapon system: a weapon 

system that, once activated, is intended to only 

engage individual targets or specific target 

groups that have been selected by a human 

operator

 Unmanned platform: an air, land, surface, 

subsurface, or space platform that does not have 

a human operator physically onboard the platform



What Is Autonomy?

 ALFUS (Autonomy Levels For Unmanned Systems) Working Group : 

Focusing on three key variables (3-dimensions): Mission Complexity, 

Environmental Difficulty, and Human Interface



What Is Autonomy?

 Defense Science Board (DSB) 

Summer Study on Autonomy, Office 

of the Secretary of Defense, June 

2016

 Purpose: to improve the future 

adoption and use of autonomous 

systems

 Autonomy delivers significant 

military value

 Autonomy has attained a “tipping 

point” in value

 An autonomous system has the 

ability to independently compose 

and select among different courses 

of action to accomplish goals based 

on its knowledge and understanding 

of the world, self, and situation

 Recommended accelerating DoD’s 

adoption of autonomous capabilities



What Is Autonomy?

 Defense Science Board (DSB) Summer Study on Autonomy, Office of 

the Secretary of Defense, June 2016

 The law of war does not specifically prohibit or restrict the use of 

autonomy to aid in the operation of weapons [DoD Law of War Manual 

Section 6.5.9.2.] 

 Autonomy could enhance the way law of war principles are implemented 

in military operations (e.g., by reducing civilian casualties)



Example Autonomous System Taxonomy

1) System offers no assistance – operator must do everything

2) System offers a complete set of action alternatives to operator

3) System narrows the action alternatives to a few

4) System suggests a selection, and

5) System executes a selection if operator approves, or

6) System allows operator a restricted time to veto before automatic 

execution, or

7) System executes automatically, then necessarily informs operator, or

8) System informs operator after execution only if operator asks, or

9) System informs operator after execution - if system decides to

10) System decides everything and acts autonomously, essentially 

ignoring the human

There is actually a continuum: the levels discretize the continuum



My Preferred Definition: Autonomous Robot

 The autonomous robot is a machine [with 

sensors, processors, and effectors] able to 

perceive the environment, make appropriate 

decisions, and act upon the environment 

 Various sensors: active and passive optical 

and ladar vision, acoustic, ultrasonic, RF, 

microwave, touch, etc.

 Various effectors: propellers, wheels, tracks, 

legs, hybrids

 Various control system architectures: 

deliberative, reactive, hybrid

 Various command, control, and 

communications systems: cable, fiber optic, 

RF, laser, acoustic

 Various human/machine interfaces: displays, 

telepresence, virtual reality

 Military and civil autonomous unmanned 

vehicles are robots: space, air, ground, water



Emotional Basis Of Behavior

 Emotions are an important part of 

generating and controlling human 

behavior

 Not all goals are generated or selected 

on a rational basis

 Emotion largely ignored by the 

cognition and computational sciences 

communities

 There is disagreement as to whether 

machines might eventually have 

emotion (intentionally or 

unintentionally)

 Human emotion is important for 

making certain kinds of decisions 

(e.g., where time is critical, data is 

unavailable, etc.)



Emotional Basis Of Behavior

 Emotions can represent an 

aggregation of certain critical 

memories, allowing for a quick 

(nearly autonomic) fight or flight 

response (e.g., run from the 

tiger!)

 Emotions have a strong effect on 

cognitive analysis 

 E.g., what is good or bad, 

desirable or undesirable, 

approachable or not 

approachable, to be feared or 

hoped for, to be loved or hated, 

important or trivial, worthy of 

attention or safely ignored, to be 

remembered or forgotten 



Emotional Basis Of Behavior

 Humans and other animals likely 

have similar (albeit, not identical) 

emotions because of the similarity of 

the neural system involved with 

emotions

 It seems reasonable that emotional 

state variables such as fear, hate, and 

love can be generated by 

computational mechanisms and used 

for generating behavior in artificially 

intelligent systems 

 Computer models have been used to 

model certain emotional processes 

such that the machine seems to 

behave emotionally



Consciousness And Emotion

 No agreement among cognitive 

scientists as to the nature or 

meaning of consciousness 

 Consciousness (dictionary 

definition): being aware of 

oneself and one’s relationship to 

the world; perceiving, 

apprehending, or noticing with a 

degree of controlled observation; 

capable of or marked by thought, 

will, design, or perception

 Consciousness (my definition): 

the perception of perception (i.e., 

meta-perception)  



Consciousness And Emotion

 If awareness (consciousness) can emerge from a brain (organic or 

machine), then self-awareness can emerge in any system that includes 

a self object in its representation of the world

 Any system that can build and maintain a world model that represents 

objects, events, entities, situations, and relationships, should be able to 

include itself as one of the objects 

 A self-aware system can keep track of itself (external and internal states 

and dynamics)  



Consciousness And Emotion

 A self-aware system can be aware of 

how it “feels” about things

 Events or objects can be labeled with 

emotional state variables (e.g., fear, 

hate, aggression, love, etc.)

 It can be aware of pain state variables, 

alerting the system that it is damaged

 It can “feel” pleasure or pain, the thrill 

of victory or the agony of defeat, 

depending on the state variables

 A machine can exhibit imagination, i.e., 

simulate possible future states of the 

world

 Planning consists of imagining the 

future and choosing the best course of 

action (which an intelligent machine 

could do)



Consciousness And Emotion

 It is at least possible to build a machine 

that appears to possess emotions

 To act as if it were afraid or happy or in 

love

 Once a machine can assign emotional 

state variables to observed objects in 

the world, it could, for example, run 

away from objects labeled with a high-

fear state variable

 A machine that is afraid might increase 

its engine speed, assume a defensive 

posture, or increase sensory 

awareness, for example, or even 

articulate its fear

 As with the Turing test for intelligence: 

if a machine behaves as if it is afraid (or 

happy etc.), who is to say it is not  



Consciousness And Emotion

 It is at least possible to build a 

machine that appears to be 

conscious

 A machine with a rich and dynamic 

world model could focus attention 

and use sensors to maintain the 

world model

 If it makes appropriate decisions, it 

behaves as if it were intelligent

 If it appears to be aware of the 

thoughts and feelings of others (e.g., 

from speech and body language), 

then the machine would behave as if 

it were conscious

 If a machine behaves as if it were 

intelligent, emotional, conscious, 

and self-aware, then who is to say it 

is not?



Free Will

 “We have to believe in free will.  We have no choice.”  (Isaac 

Beshevis Singer)

 A definition: The power or capacity to choose among alternatives, 

or to act in certain situations independently (e.g., of natural, 

supernatural, or social constraints)

 No experiment or scientific evidence as yet to show humans have 

free will

 Could intelligent autonomous machines (e.g., robots) have free 

will? 



Robot Ethics

 Autonomous robots exist now, for 

military and civil applications, and will 

become more common in society, more 

intelligent, and eventually, self aware 

and conscious

 Autonomous robots, including 

driverless vehicles, will need to conform 

to ethical and legal behavior – and 

understand the human sense of morality 

– become Artificial Moral Agents (AMA)

 Ethical behavior by robots may require 

their achieving human empathy – or an 

ability to emulate human empathy

 Despite robot ethics, humans must 

remain least as intelligent as robots to 

avoid the robots-kill-all-humans 

scenario – through genetic engineering 

or becoming cyborgs (the “Singularity”) 



Robot Ethics: Asimov’s Laws

 Science fiction author Isaac Asimov 

devised the Three Laws of Robotics in 

1942 in a sort story, later used in many 

more stories

 The Three Laws were a set of ethical 

rules that were “laws” in that they were 

programmed constraints on a robot’s 

behavior

 The Laws were designed to prevent 

robots from harming humans while 

performing their functions

 The Laws are often cited as templates 

for robot ethics and morality

 But the point of the stories (e.g., “I 

Robot”) was that the Laws often failed 

for various reasons (e.g., they led to 

unintended consequences)



Robot Ethics: Asimov’s Laws

 The Three Laws are:

 (1) A robot may not injure a 

human being or, through 

inaction, allow a human being to 

come to harm

 (2) A robot must obey the orders 

given to it by human beings, 

except where such orders would 

conflict with the First Law

 (3) A robot must protect its own 

existence as long as such 

protection does not conflict with 

the First or Second Law

 Asimov later added a fourth (or 

zeroth) Law: 

 (0) A robot may not harm 

humanity, or, by inaction, allow 

humanity to come to harm



Ethics For Autonomous Robots

 Who is responsible for accidents 

involving autonomous vehicles?

 Who should take responsibility – or 

who is legally responsible – for 

decisions made by any intelligent 

machines, including lethal military 

robots or autonomous cars? 

 If your driverless car were to 

encounter a bus full of 

schoolchildren on the wrong side of 

the road, how should it react: 

 Should it make a decision to swerve, 

preventing a collision but putting your 

life at risk? 

 Or should it collide with the bus if 

there’s a greater chance of you 

surviving? 



Efforts To Ban Autonomous Lethal Robots

 There are growing efforts to ban 

autonomous lethal robots for military 

(and law enforcement) applications

 Organizations like Human Rights 

Watch and the Harvard Law School’s 

International Human Rights Clinic are 

alarmed about the ethics of lethal 

autonomous robots 

 Calling them “killer robots,” opponents 

urge an international treaty that would 

absolutely prohibit the development, 

production, and use of fully 

autonomous weapons

 My view: it all depends on how they 

are designed and programmed

 Robots can be more humane (and 

rational) than humans – and save lives



Efforts To Ban Autonomous Lethal Robots

 Opponents say that “killer robots" 

will never possess the human 

judgment that limits civilian 

casualties during war and such 

machines could never be held 

accountable for war crimes

 But “never” is a very long time

 Supporters argue that it shouldn't 

be ruled out in advance that robot 

soldiers cannot be designed to 

reduce battlefield deaths, 

destruction, and atrocities 

 The potential exists to create 

machines that won't commit war 

crimes, such as summary 

executions and rape, in the heat of 

battle



Efforts To Ban Autonomous Lethal Robots

 Supporters say: the development 

and deployment of increasingly 

autonomous weapon systems is 

inevitable, and any attempt at a 

global ban will likely be 

ineffective

 Autonomous weapon systems are 

not inherently unlawful or 

unethical

 Judgments of them should 

depend on how well they work, 

including the possibility that they 

reduce casualties for soldiers and 

civilians

 Some supporters would prefer a 

moratorium on autonomous 

weapons than an absolute ban 



Efforts To Ban Autonomous Lethal Robots

 Nov. 2012: US DOD issued a directive 
outlining steps to ensure autonomous 
weapons function as anticipated and 
minimize failures that could lead to 
unintended engagements, or to loss of 
control of the system

 Opponents say the robotisation of 
warfare is a slippery slope, the 
endpoint of which can neither be 
predicted nor fully controlled

 Even if the US DOD does well in 
deploying autonomous robots, other 
nations or non-state actors may not do 
the same

 While human combatants often do 
horrific things to each other, many also 
exhibit battlefield compassion, which 
some say machines will never have 
(albeit, never is a long time) 



Efforts To Ban Autonomous Lethal Robots

 Opponents say machines will never 

be able to apply human judgment in 

the application of lethal force or 

apply the laws of war

 But even humans cannot, or do not, 

always distinguish between 

combatants and non-combatants, 

or between friendly and enemy 

forces

 Example: can a robot recognize 

that a potential target is already 

wounded, or trying to surrender

 Opponents fear that humans are 

nearing one of the most significant 

moments in history: the point at 

which intelligence escapes the 

constraints of biology



DOD Directive On Autonomous Robots

 DOD Directive NUMBER 3000.09, 

November 21, 2012: Autonomy in 

Weapons Systems; example clauses

 Autonomous and semi-autonomous 

weapon systems shall be designed 

to allow commanders and operators 

to exercise appropriate levels of 

human judgment over the use of 

force

 Persons who authorize the use of, 

direct the use of, or operate 

autonomous and semi-autonomous 

weapon systems must do so with 

appropriate care and in accordance 

with the law of war, applicable 

treaties, weapon system safety 

rules, and applicable rules of 

engagement (ROE)



Privacy Issue

 Privacy is a major concern to many

 Robotic ground vehicles, such as 

driverless cars, can threaten 

individual privacy just as UAVs 

(drones) do

 Current cars, GPS, cell phones, 

unattended sensors and cameras 

already provide the means for 

tracking the coming and going of 

individuals and their vehicles

 Driverless cars and vehicles in the 

Connected Vehicle system will 

magnify the loss of privacy, unless 

there are controls on how data is 

generated, stored, and used



Top-Down Vs Bottom-Up Approaches To 

Robot Ethics

 Top down approach to robot 

ethics: encode ethical theory or 

rules in software (e.g., Asimov's 

Laws)

 Bottom-Up approach to robot 

ethics: robot acquires ethics over 

time through experience, as do 

human children

 Not clear which approach is better 

– most likely a combination of top-

down and bottom-up

 The study of ethics commonly 

focuses on top-down norms, 

standards, and theoretical 

approaches to moral judgment



Top-Down Vs Bottom-Up Approaches To 

Robot Ethics

 In general, a top-down approach 

to the design of robot ethics is 

any approach that takes a 

specified ethical theory and 

analyzes its computational 

requirements to guide the 

design of algorithms and 

subsystems capable of 

implementing that theory 

 Issue: whether top-down 

approaches (such as 

utilitarianism, Asimov’s laws for 

robots, or the Ten 

Commandments) be adapted 

practically by roboticists for 

building ethical robots?



Top-Down Vs Bottom-Up Approaches To 

Robot Ethics

 In the bottom-up approach 

emphasis is placed on creating 

an environment where the robot 

explores courses of action and 

is rewarded for behavior that is 

ethically praiseworthy 

 Thus the robot learns through 

its experiences

 Unlike top-down ethical 

theories, which define what is 

and is not moral, ethical 

principles must be discovered 

or constructed in bottom-up 

approaches



Ethics For Robots

 Military robots could make 

autonomous choices about the 

means to carrying out their pre-

programmed goals, but not about the 

goals themselves

 They could not choose their own 

goals for themselves, but they would 

always be expected to have the goal 

of obeying orders given by their 

military commander

 Questions about their ethics become 

questions about the ethics of the 

military commander

 Such an approach would then claim 

that there is actually no such thing as 

robot ethics; there are only the ethics 

of those who command robots



Hybrid Approach To Robot Ethics

 Ethical judgment in humans is a 

hybrid of both (1) bottom-up 

mechanisms shaped by evolution 

and learning and (2) top-down 

criteria for reasoning about ethical 

challenges 

 Eventually, we may be able to 

build ethically intelligent robots 

that maintain the dynamic and 

flexible morality of bottom-up 

systems capable of 

accommodating diverse inputs, 

while subjecting the evaluation of 

choices and actions to top-down 

principles and experience 



Arthur C. Clarke On Technology Forecasting

 Any sufficiently advanced 

technology is indistinguishable 

from magic

 The only way to discover the 

limits of the possible is to go 

beyond them into the impossible

 If an elderly but distinguished 

scientist says that something is 

possible, he is almost certainly 

right; but if he says that it is 

impossible, he is very probably 

wrong

 This is the first age that's ever 

paid much attention to the future, 

which is a little ironic since we 

may not have one



Economic Impact Of Autonomous Robots

 The economy is usually 
decomposed into three sectors:

 (1) the primary sector, which is 
manufacturing

 (2) the secondary sector, which is 
agriculture, fishing, and 
extraction, such as oil drilling and 
mining 

 (3) the tertiary sector, which is 
service

 Over time, the various sectors in 
the U.S. economy have altered in 
relative importance and human 
labor required, such as the 
historical shift from labor-
intensive agriculture (from 75% to 
3% of population) to labor-
intensive services   



Economic Impact Of Autonomous Robots

 The application of a technology, 

such as robotics, may overlap 

enterprises in two economic 

sectors simultaneously

 For example, robotic vehicles 

would be a product of the 

manufacturing sector but used 

in the service sector

 Well before the end of the 

century, robots and intelligent 

machines will be ubiquitous in 

all economic sectors, doing 

jobs with which we are now 

familiar and those yet to be 

invented       



Economic Impact Of Autonomous Robots

 There is a compelling need for 

robots in most subsectors of a 

national economy, including the 

military, industry, agriculture, 

forestry, construction, commercial 

facilities, entertainment, law 

enforcement, manifold other 

services, and transportation

 A new generation of robots is 

essential for national security and 

the national economy: an 

economic necessity for the future 

wealth and health of a nation

 Prospective solutions have been 

proposed for unemployment due 

to ubiquitous robots



Potential Solutions To Loss Of Jobs

 About 3.5 million U.S. professional 

drivers (trucks, taxis, buses, 

delivery vans, Uber, etc.) will lose 

their jobs with the advent of 

autonomous vehicles

 As autonomous intelligent robots 

and autonomous intelligent 

computers become ubiquitous in 

all sectors of the economy over 

subsequent decades, most current 

jobs in manufacturing, farming, 

service industries, military, etc. will 

be lost

 How are people to make a living 

and support their families?



Potential Solutions To Loss Of Jobs

 (1) Do nothing and assume that new 

technology will engender new jobs as it 

always has, i.e., jobs are lost in certain 

sectors but new jobs more than 

compensate

 But the disruptive and transformative 

nature of this technology (autonomous 

intelligent machines) may mean that the old 

employment processes will no longer hold

 (2) The government establishes a national 

mutual fund with the new wealth created 

by the increased productivity of 

autonomous machines: everyone gets an 

annual income from the fund sufficient for 

a basic comfortable life

 (3) The government receives increased tax 

revenues from the increased national 

wealth and everyone gets a Universal 

Basic Income (UBI)



Potential Solutions To Loss Of Jobs

 Problem with the mutual fund or UBI 
prospective solutions:

 To many in the U.S. these solutions 
are redolent of socialism and will 
stimulate a political backlash and 
postpone a feasible solution until the 
economy collapses into a depression

 These solutions, to be fully 
implemented for everyone, require 
that highly productive autonomous 
machines be ubiquitous, in all 
sectors of the economy, which may 
take several decades

 They may still work if unemployment 
increases gradually and the funds are 
sufficient to increase unemployment 
payments to a partial population as a 
UBI sufficient for to sustain middle 
class



Potential Solutions To Loss Of Jobs

 Another solution, which can be 

implemented immediately for jobs lost by 

drivers:

 Allow erstwhile drivers (and then other 

unemployed) to own the means of 

production – to become entrepreneurs or 

business owners (a capitalist solution)

 The government should:

 (1) provide loan guarantees to allow the 

former workers to purchase autonomous 

intelligent machines (e.g., driverless cars 

and trucks)

 (2) provide training so that former workers 

can become owners and managers

 Not all former workers may qualify for 

loan guarantees or training, but if many 

do it will help solve the unemployment 

income problem



Forecast

 To avoid extinction, 

humans must always be 

at least as intelligent as 

their machines

 Singularity: this might 

entail humans becoming, 

with technological 

implants, part machine –

or, as some predict, 

merging completely with 

robots to become a 

synthesis of machine-

organism, as the fictional 

Cyborgs of Star Trek 

(albeit, hopefully with a 

better sense of humor)



Forecast

 Ubiquitous robots and 

intelligent machines can 

provide mankind with a utopia 

or dystopia

 The technologies of genetics, 

nanotechnology, and robotics 

(GNR) have at least one thing 

in common – they all offer the 

possibility of self-replication

 One potential danger (or 

promise) of intelligent 

machines (whether they are as 

intelligent as a human or an 

amoeba, or the size of a 

human or amoeba) is 

autopoiesis, the ability to 

reproduce oneself



Forecast

 The autonomous 

autopoietic system is 

self-sustaining through 

replication, just as 

organisms have been 

self-sustaining on earth 

for nearly four billion 

years

 The power of replication 

is astounding: on Earth 

there is an unbroken 

chain, sustained for 

almost a third of the age 

of the universe, from the 

first living aggregation of 

molecules to oneself  



Forecast

 An astrobiologist definition of life: “life is a self-sustained 

chemical system capable of undergoing Darwinian 

evolution”

 My definition (accommodates robotic life): life is a self-

sustained system capable of adapting to a changing 

environment

 Autopoietic autonomous robots were proposed decades 

ago as an inexpensive means of exploring our galaxy (and 

beyond) as representatives of mankind



 And any guidelines (or even laws) for 

self-replicating robots could be 

intentionally or unintentionally violated, 

as has happened with genetically 

modified crops  

 Technology is a tool - useful to hammer 

a nail or hammer a head

 Seemingly beneficial technology created 

by scientists and engineers and 

bestowed upon the world with the best 

of intentions can end up disastrous

 How humans use technology depends 

on their values, the basis of choice, 

which is influenced by culture, ethics, 

and morality, in addition to intelligence, 

education, neuroses, psychoses, and 

other factors

Caveat



Caveat

 Just as values influence technology, 

technology can alter values by 

expanding our knowledge and 

behavioral degrees of freedom

 Sometimes it seems that technology 

may exceed our ability to control it 

wisely

 Nevertheless, the hope for humanity 

is that technology will alleviate 

ignorance, poverty, and suffering, 

that it will allow humans to become 

more intelligent and more humane

 Technology has helped us survive 

the nastiness of nature for many 

millennia

 Now, despite the risks, we need 

technology to save ourselves from 

ourselves



Addendum 2: Autonomous Vehicle Technology



State Of Autonomous Robot Vehicle Technology

 The cost of autonomous vehicle sensors is decreasing rapidly while 

their effectiveness is increasing

 Perception is improving: recognize entity characteristics (shape, size, 

color, texture, etc.), identify entities from characteristics, and 

understand significance of, and response to, identified entities



State Of Autonomous Robot Vehicle Technology

 New LIDAR (or LADAR) technology will help provide affordable 

perception: non-mechanical, small flash LIDAR

 Advances in passive 3D imaging  



State Of Autonomous Humanoid Technology

 In 2002 we performed study for DARPA 

on military humanoid and legged 

robots

 Conclusion: by 2035 humanoid and 

other legged robots would be as 

capable as human warriors on the 

battlefield, cognitively and physically

 DARPA Humanoid Robot Challenge, 

2013 – 2015: 25 international teams 

from companies, academic institutions 

and government agencies; $2 million 

1st prize, $1 million 2nd prize, $500,000 

3rd prize

 Inspired by 2011 tsunami in Japan and 

lack of robots for damaged Fukushima 

Daiichi nuclear power plant 

 Conclusion: robots did better than 

many expected, but performance still 

rudimentary



State Of Autonomous Humanoid Technology

 In the final round of autonomous 

humanoid challenge, each robot had 

60 minutes to complete 8 tasks

 Robots were powered by batteries –

no recharging allowed

 Tested for: perception, mounted 

mobility, dexterity, decision-making, 

dismounted mobility, strength

 Tasks:

 1. Drive vehicle

 2. Exit vehicle

 3. Open door

 4. Locate and close a leaking valve

 5. Cut through wall

 6. Surprise task (same for each robot)

 7. Choice to clear debris or walk on 

rough terrain

 8. Climb stairs



State Of Autonomous Humanoid Technology

 A couple of DARPA challenge autonomous humanoid robots



State Of Autonomous Humanoid Technology

 More DARPA challenge autonomous humanoid robots



What Is A Control System Architecture?

 The mind is what the brain does: true for 

organisms and machines

 An architecture is the organization of a 

system that identifies, defines, organizes, 

and integrates its components and their 

relationships to each other and the 

environment 

 The principles guiding their design and 

evolution 

 The assignment of functions to subsystems 

and the specification of the interfaces 

between subsystems

 A reference model architecture is an 

architecture in which the entire collection of 

entities, relationships, and information 

units involved in interactions between and 

within subsystems and components are 

defined and modeled



Types of Control Architectures

 Three major types: hierarchical (deliberative); reactive; hybrid 
(deliberative/reactive)

SENSE PLAN ACT

SENSE ACT

SENSE ACT

PLAN

Hierarchical

Reactive

Hybrid



Architecture With Reflective Property

 In addition to deliberative 

and reactive behaviors, an 

intelligent control system 

could also be reflective

 Able to monitor and alter its 

behavior (i.e., its critical 

variables) to better adapt

 A meta-control system 

controls the intelligent 

control system

 An intelligent control 

system capable of learning 

should also be reflective

 Proposed by Stafford Beer 

in the 1970s



Pyramidal Control System Architecture

 Advantages of hierarchical (pyramidal) 

architectures

 With a planner and world model, the 

system can (potentially) emulate human 

intelligence

 Ability to engage in strategy and tactics

 Ability to learn

 Task decomposition

 Disadvantages 

 Planner and world model can slow 

performance excessively

 Requires burdensome a priori 

programming for world model (mitigated 

by learning ability)

 Many-level control hierarchy not yet fully 

implemented



Reactive Control System Architectures

 Reactive control system architectures (e.g., 

the MIT subsumption architecture) have been 

successfully implemented in small mobile 

robots

 The potential fields type of reactive 

architectures have certain design advantages 

over other reactive architectures

 Advantages of reactive architectures

 Emergent complex behavior from simple 

programming

 Lack of planner and world model allows for fast 

responses

 Minimal programming required

 Inexpensive to build

 Disadvantages

 No learning, world modeling, or planning

 Unable to replicate human intelligence even in 

narrow domains (e.g., military tactics)

 Conflicts can arise among concurrent behaviors



Hybrid Control System Architectures

 Hybrid architectures combine the best of hierarchical and reactive 

architectures

 Have planners and world models

 But use a reactive mode whenever it is appropriate (e.g., to avoid hitting a 

tree at full speed)

 A number of hybrid systems have been designed, such as:

 The NIST 4D/RCS

 The 3T architecture used by NASA

 The Saphira architecture used on a variety of mobile robots

 The Task Control Architecture (TCA) used by NASA in mobile robots



The 4D/RCS Control System Architecture

 The 4D/RCS is a framework and a methodology: a set of methods, 

rules, and postulates employed by a discipline

 For conceptualizing, designing, engineering, integrating, and testing 

intelligent systems software 

 For vehicles and other intelligent systems

 With any degree of autonomy, from manually operated to fully autonomous 

 The theoretical foundation for this methodology is the 4D/RCS reference 

model architecture



The 4D/RCS Control System Architecture

 4D/RCS can perform complex real-time tasks in the presence of sensory 

or other information input  

 Can decompose high-level goals into low-level actions, making real-time 

decisions in the presence of noise and conflicting demand for resources

 Provides a framework for linking artificial intelligence techniques with real-

time control in a rapidly changing environment 

 The 4D/RCS provides interfaces for sensors or incoming information to 

controls through a hierarchically structured, real-time, world model
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The 4D/RCS Control System Architecture

 4D/RCS world model 

integrates current data 

with a priori knowledge 

to provide the control 

system with a current 

best estimate of the 

state of the world  

 One side of the 4D/RCS 

focuses on perception 

(sensory input and 

processing), while the 

other side focuses on 

planning and control  

 An operator interface –

and the amount of 

operator supervision - is 

optional



The 4D/RCS Control System Architecture

 4D/RCS: 

Neurophysiological model 

of human brain; 35 years 

development and $350 

million invested

 Has several hierarchies

 An organizational

hierarchy with a single 

chain of command has a 

complex task controlled 

within a computational

hierarchy, itself 

consisting of three 

parallel hierarchies:  

 Sensory processing 

 World modeling 

 Task decomposition



The 4D/RCS Control System Architecture

 The figure shows three hierarchies in the 4D/RCS architecture
 The organizational hierarchy shows the RCS nodes arranged as a hierarchy of 

organizational units 

 The computational hierarchy shows the internal structure of the nodes in single 
chain of command 

 The behavioral hierarchy shows the time history of commands that flow in a 
chain of command over a period of time



A Basic Intelligent System

Perception establishes correspondence between 

internal world model and external real world

Perception BehaviorWorld Model

Sensing ActionReal World
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Behavior uses world model to generate action to achieve goals

Orient

Observe

Decide

Act       

OODA loop



The 4D/RCS Architecture For Military

 The 4D/RCS reference model architecture for a single vehicle



Managing Intelligent Vehicle System 

Complexity

 Example hierarchical structure for 

driverless (autonomous) car application

 Level 1: Control actuators for throttle, 

steering, braking, gear shift, camera 

pan/tilt, head

 Level 2: Coordinate driving and sensor 

pointing subsystems 

 Level 3: Coordinate driving and sensors 

for obstacle avoidance

 Level 4: Coordinate attention, 

locomotion, and communications 

activities for entire vehicle

 Level 5: Coordinate activities for two or 

more vehicles

 Level 6: Coordinate multiple vehicles 

with local infrastructure sensors and 

communications

 Level 7: Coordinate all vehicles and 

entire infrastructure in a city
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Sensor Systems

 The major elements of a robot’s sensor 

system are its internal and external sensors, 

the processing needed to extract information 

from the sensors which can be used by the 

robot, and the architecture of the sensor 

system

 The number and type of sensors needed by 

the robot will depend on its size and mission  

 Internal sensors might include those for: 

guidance, navigation, and attitude (such as 

global positioning system, mechanical or laser 

gyroscope, and other inertial and dead 

reckoning systems, accelerometer, pitch and 

roll sensors, wheel encoders, steering position 

sensors, compass, odometer, gravitometer, 

etc.) 

 Status sensors might include those for fuel, 

temperature, engine speed, ground speed, 

equipment functionality, etc.



Sensor Systems
 External sensors might include: passive and active optical imaging (video, low 

light level, forward looking infrared, laser scanner, structured light, stereo 

vision); acoustic detection; proximity sensors (such as ultrasonic acoustic 

ranging [sonar], laser ranging, microwave radar ranging, Doppler radar, limit 

switches, bumpers, and whiskers); touch sensors; force sensors; electric field 

sensors; meteorological sensors (sensing temperature, precipitation, humidity, 

wind, atmospheric pressure); smell and taste sensors (such as chemical, 

biological, and radiological sensors)   

 Many satisfactory sensors are now commercially available



Sensor Systems: Lidar

 As with humans, vision is a key sensor for autonomous vehicles

 Vision systems typically use active ladar (LAser Detection And 

Ranging) to directly measure range  

 LADAR is also known as LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging)

 Passive optical vision cannot yet provide suitable range information

 Ultimate goal:  sensors provide omni-directional views updated in real 

time with registered range and color information

 Fields of view of sensors often limited, but sensors may be controlled and 

pointed at areas of interest  



Sensor Systems: Lidar
 Lidar sensors include line-scan units (such as 

manufactured by SICK) which emit a single plane of 

laser light, spanning 100°-180°, which can be 

mechanically scanned over a scene to build a range 

map

 Range can be found to all points that intersect with 

the line, based on the time-of-flight of the light pulses

 The most advanced 3-D flash lidar (such as 

manufactured by Advanced Scientific Concept Inc.) 

can directly image a scene without scanning, giving 

range data as well as color in a single instant  

 Flash lidar relatively new technology: uses a nano-

second long pulse of light and a special detector that 

can measure all of the distances in an entire scene all 

at once 

 Usually have lower resolution but much higher speed 

than sweeping LADARS 

 Because of the short duration of the laser pulse, all 

motion is frozen



Sensor Systems: Lidar
 In the Velodyne, (e.g., HDL-64E lidar unit) 64 individual lasers 

make up to 1 million measurements per second in a 360-

degree pattern

 Each laser has a fixed angle to the ground

 The entire laser and detector assembly spins in order to 

mechanically scan the scene (rather than just a mirror that 

spins)



Sensor Systems: Lidar

 The mechanically cumbersome, vulnerable, 

and expensive (more than $100K a few years 

ago, about $10K now) Lidar is about to be 

replaced by rugged solid-state Lidar

 MIT researchers in the field of silicon 

photonics developed miniature circuits that 

guide and steer light on a microscopic level, 

making possible a Lidar that fits on a 0.5 

millimeter by 6 millimeter chip and which 

could cost as little as $10 to manufacture at 

scale 

 A company, Quanergy, is beginning full 

manufacture of a solid-state Lidar costing 

about $250 

 Dimensions: 9x6x6 cm; range: 10 cm to 150 m

 Several (in an array in one housing) will be 

need for 360-degree coverage



Urban Challenge Sensors: BOSS (CMU)



Urban Challenge Sensors: Junior (Stanford U.)



Perception: Definition

 Perception: 

 An awareness of the elements of the environment from  physical sensing

 Physical sensing interpreted through experience (intuitive cognition)

 Situational awareness achieved through sensing, processing sensory data, 

comparing the results with the world model, and modifying the world 

model to match the real world 

 Perception results when the internal world model matches the external 

world: Perception = Sensory Processing + World Model



Towards Perception: Entities And Attributes

 Humans do not see pixels: they perceive entities, surfaces, objects, 
groups, places, situations, relationships, etc.: machine perception 
should be similar 



Towards Perception: Entities And Attributes

 Entity: something with continuity of geometric structure that is 
perceived in space 



Towards Perception: Entities And Attributes

 Attribute: a property of an entity

 Things that can be measured about the entity

 Example: pixel entity attributes: intensity, color, 

spatial and temporal gradients, range, position in 

the image, image flow rate and direction

 Example: edge entity attributes: length, 

curvature, position, velocity, orientation, 

magnitude, type (e.g., color edge, brightness 

edge, range edge, texture edge, intersection 

between surfaces) 

 Example: surface entity attributes: area, 

curvature, position, velocity, orientation, 

temperature, color, texture

 Example: object entity attributes: volume, shape, 

position, velocity, orientation, temperature, 

mass, behavior

 Example: group entity attributes: volume, 

density, shape, center of gravity, mean velocity, 

variance about the mean, relationships between 

group members 



Five Sensor Processing Functions

 Within each SP process, there are five basic processing functions: 

 (1) Windowing (focusing attention)

 (2) Grouping 

 (3) Computation (group attributes)

 (4) Filtering (group attributes)

 (5) Classification (recognition and identification of grouped entities and 

events))



Five Sensor Processing Functions



Sensory Processing: Attention (Windowing)

 Organisms and machines have finite 
computational ability (and energy)

 The world has myriad detail

 Evolution causes organisms to know how to 
focus on what is important – or starve or be 
eaten

 Attention: applies maximum sensors to objects 
and regions of importance

 4D/RCS hierarchical control architecture  
facilitates attention: has long planning horizon; 
priorities, modes of behavior, objects of interest 
passed down hierarchy

 Lower levels can focus on what is of interest to 
higher levels

 At each level, attention used to mask, filter, and 
window sensory data and focus sensory 
processing and world modeling  on objects and 
events of interest to high-level goals

 Entire intelligent system thinks and acts toward 
unified goals  



Example Of A Sensor Processing Function

 Windowing: Focusing Attention

 Attention selects (or windows) the regions of 

space and the intervals of time over which 

SP processes will operate on sensory inputs

 Remainder of input can be masked out or 

ignored

 Windowing allocates available computational 

resources to the entities and events that are 

most important for success (e.g., achieving 

behavioral goals)

 Regions within windows can be assigned 

priorities and computational resources 

allocated according to importance

 Attention process control windowing top 

down and bottom up

 Top down: behavioral goals and priorities

 Bottom up: unexpected entities and events 

(threats and opportunities) 

Example Windows



Example Of A Sensor Processing Function

 Computation: a process that calculates 

attributes of entities and events

 Event attributes such as frequency components, 

waveform shape, duration, and temporal pattern 

of motion can be computed by integrating over 

the duration of the event

 Entity attributes such as position, velocity, 

orientation, area, shape, and color can be 

computed by integrating sub-entity attributes 

over the region of space covered by the 

hypothesized entity

 For example, the area of a surface entity in an 

image can be computed by counting the number 

of pixels contained in it

 The cross sectional area of an object entity can 

be computed by multiplying the area of its 

projection in the image by the ratio of its range 

to the focal length of the camera 



Example Of A Sensor Processing Function

 Computation: a process that calculates 
attributes of entities and events (continued)

 The lateral velocity of an object entity can be 
computed by calculating the angular motion of the 
center of gravity of the object in the image and 
multiplying by the range to the object 

 The radial velocity can be computed from range 
rate measurements

 The orientation of an edge can be computed by 
regression on a line of given orientation

 For surface entities, attributes such as area, 
texture, color, shape, and orientation can be 
computed

 For surface boundaries entities, attributes such as 
length, shape, and type (color or range 
discontinuity) can be computed

 For object entities, attributes such as size, shape, 
color, texture, and state including position, 
orientation, and velocity can be computed by 
integrating pixel attributes over the region 
occupied by the entity



Sensory Processing: Lidar

 Lidar range resolution varies from a few millimeters to several 

centimeters

 Measurable range varies from less than 10 m to more than 800 m, 

depending on the sensor used  

 Cameras for computer vision applications provide ample resolution for 

object recognition or for stereo-based range computation 



Sensory Processing: Lidar

 LADAR can be used to build a precise, unambiguous geometrical 

model of the world directly from the image, and track the motion of 

entities through the world  



Perception Example: Entity Detection

 How many pixels are needed for entities that are people?

 Not an exact science, numerous studies

 About 300 pixels (10x30) to detect a person

 About 2700 pixels (30x90) to classify a person 

 About 30,000 pixels (100x300) to identify a person 

Detection 

(Someone): 

Classification: 

Man with Beard

Detection: David

Original 

Image 

Size
Original 

Image 

Size



Perception Examples: Entity Detection

 Algorithms have been developed to detect and identify:

 Negative obstacles (falling terrain, potholes, puddles, trenches, 

etc.)

 Positive obstacles (curbs, barriers, rising terrain, trees and shrubs, 

people, animals, vehicles, structures, etc.)

 Road edges, lanes, surfaces, etc.

 Neural Networks (NNs) can used for road detection 



Perception: Road Signs And Signals

 Road signs provide information about the state 

of the road and legal driving actions 

 Much research on road sign detection using 

color to identify candidate road sign regions 

and pruning the candidates using shape 

criteria

 Other methods use color and a priori 

information to limit the possible locations of 

signs in the image

 Then extract edges and look for circular or 

triangular regions before applying a cross-

correlation technique for recognizing the signs 

 Example: a redness measure was used to locate 

stop, yield, and “do not enter” signs, followed by 

edge detection and shape analysis to identify the 

sign

 Neural Networks and template matching used to 

classify signs and signals 



World Modeling

 A world model contains global memory, knowledge bases, maps, 

object lists, state variables, etc. 

 It may ask "what if?" questions of a task planner and "what is?" 

questions of a task executer  

 It may update itself based on sensory input and predict expected 

sensory input - predicted sensory events may be compared with actual 

sensory events and differences can lead to changes in the world model  

 It may be a recipient of plans, tasks, and priorities as they are generated 

by various programs



World Modeling

 A model is a formal representation of a system, and a world model is 

a representation, a best estimate, of the world that is not a direct 

perception of the world 

 Humans and other organisms map their own brains onto the world, 

creating a world model; a model is an abstraction of reality, a set of rules 

and relationships which has the necessary and sufficient means for 

intelligent action 

 It is a simplified representation of reality that can be substituted for it 

under certain conditions; it is easier to understand and manipulate than 

the real system



World Modeling

 The 4D/RCS employs world 
models

 It is very difficult to know, a priori, 
everything that must be in a world 
model

 It is very difficult to program a 
world model for complex 
environments

 Effective world models, once 
created, can be amortized, 
updated, and evolved

 Also, the robots, including 
driverless cars, can learn from 
experience (and share their 
experiences in the field in near-real 
time) and improve their own world 
models through learning

 Reactive architectures do not use 
world models – but missions are 
then limited
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Databases And World Modeling

 The 4D/RCS employs a database in 

conjunction with the world model

 The contents of the database 

consists of spatial and temporal 

entities consisting of states, 

events, objects, attributes, and 

processes

 Examples: mission objectives, 

tasks, times, object taxonomies, 

plans, algorithms and heuristic 

computational tools, constraints 

and optimization criteria, maps, 

paths, waypoints, and recovery 

points, vehicle data, weather data, 

models of sensors, scenes, terrain 

markers and artifacts, driving 

techniques, imagery overlays, video 

and graphics, internal and external 

sensor data 



World Model

 The world model (WM): 

 Keeps knowledge database 
current and consistent based on  
predictions and observations

 Maintains relationships between 
knowledge entities

 Update state estimates

 Update images and frames, 
transform from iconic to 
symbolic representations, and 
vice versa

 Enters new entities and events, 
and delete those that no longer 
exist

 Maintains pointers that define 
relationships between entities, 
events, situations, and episodes

 Maintains pointers between 
iconic and symbolic 
representations



WORLD MODELING

 Figure shows data structures 

in immediate experience, short 

term, and long term memory

 Images and geometric entity 

frames reside in immediate 

experience

 The set of expected entity class 

frames reside in short term 

memory

 The library of generic entity 

class frames reside in long 

term memory

 High resolution local maps 

reside in short term memory 

and are constantly updated 

from immediate experience.

 The topographic map database 

resides in long term memory 

and is updated from short term 

memory only infrequently for 

noteworthy entities



Knowledge Database

 Knowledge database has three major 

parts:

 An internal representation of immediate 

experience consisting of sensor signals and 

current values of observed, estimated, and 

predicted images, entities, events, 

attributes, and relationships

 A short-term memory containing iconic and 

symbolic representations of entities, events, 

and relationships that are the subject of the 

system’s current attention (current attention 

list being defined top-down by tasks 

commands, requirements, and expectations, 

and defined bottom-up by things recognized 

as surprising or dangerous)

 A long-term memory containing symbolic 

representations of all the generic and 

specific objects, events, and rules known to 

the intelligent system 



Knowledge Database

Example: Layered Planning Map



Value Judgment
 Value judgment: a process that:

 Computes cost, risk, and benefits of 
actions and plans

 Estimates the importance and value 
of objects, events, and situations

 Assesses the reliability of 
information

 Calculates the rewarding or 
punishing effects of perceived states 
and events

 Could include robot morality and 
ethics in future applications

 Value judgment critical to making 
appropriate (intelligent) behavioral 
choices
 Selects goals and priorities

 Evaluates tentative plans

 Determines what is important

 Can include constraints and 
processes for ethical and legal 
behavior

 Intelligent system can learn to repeat 
behavior that is rewarded and avoid 
behavior that is punished



Behavior Generation

 Behavior generation accepts 

commands and uses 

information from the world 

model 

 Behavior generation develops 

or selects plans by using a 

priori task knowledge and value 

judgment functions combined 

with real-time information 

provided by sensory 

processing and world modeling

 Determines the best schedule 

of actions, such as the best way 

to go from an anticipated 

starting point to a goal state

 Controls action by planning, 

feedforward action, and 

feedback error compensation



Behavior Generation

 Behavior generation: 

 Develops or selects plans by using a 

priori task knowledge and value 

judgment functions, combined with 

real-time information provided by world 

modeling, to find the best assignment 

of tools and resources to agents, and to 

find the best schedule of actions (i.e., 

the most efficient plan to get from an 

anticipated starting state to a goal 

state)

 Controls action by both feed forward 

actions and by feedback error 

compensation, where goals, feedback, 

and feed forward signals are combined 

in a control law

 Control law: a set of equations that 

computes control action given 

predicted state, desired state, and feed 

forward action



Goal Seeking

 Ultimate goals (e.g., survival of the 

individual organism or species; or a 

robot’s accomplishing its mission or 

purpose) must be decomposed into 

subgoals

 To go from A to Z, first go from A to 

B, etc.

 To reproduce, first find a mate, etc.

 At each level of goal decomposition, 

there is usually more decomposition 

to lower level behavior, to sub-

subgoals, and sub-sub-subgoals, 

etc. 



Goal Seeking And Task Decomposition

 Any human activity involves a manifold 

complex of goals and behavioral 

decomposition

 Example: driving to a bakery for a loaf 

of bread

 There is a wide range of knowledge and 

many complex calculations to perform 

this task (whether human or machine)

 A task or behavior vocabulary must be 

defined for each level of the behavior-

generating hierarchy

 Each tasks consists of an activity and a 

goal

 Each entry in the task vocabulary is 

defined by a verb, an object, and 

modifier parameters 



Goal Seeking And Task Decomposition

 Example: driving to a bakery for a 

loaf of bread (continued)

 Task vocabulary at highest level must 

include the task {PICK UP (x, y)}

 Where x is the name of the object to be 

picked up (e.g., bread), y is a list of 

parameters, e.g., “on the way home 

from work” which identifies the time 

slot in which the task is to be 

accomplished

 Task vocabulary at next lower level 

must contain the set {GO TO 

(shopping center)}; {PARK (car)}; 

{FIND (bakery)}; {BUY (bread)}; {GO 

TO (car)}; {LEAVE (shopping center)}

 About 2-10 minutes per task



Goal Seeking And Task Decomposition

 Example: driving to a bakery for a loaf of 

bread (continued)

 To decompose {FIND (bakery)}, for 

example, the task vocabulary at the next 

lower level must contain at least the set: 

{GET OUT OF (car)}; {LOCK (door)}; {LOOK 

FOR (address of bakery)}; {FIND (door to 

bakery)}

 About 10-30 seconds per task

 To decompose {GET OUT OF CAR} the task 

vocabulary at the next lower level, for 

example, must have the set: [{REACH FOR 

DOOR HANDLE], {PULL HANDLE}, {PUSH 

DOOR}, {PUT LEFT FOOT OUT}, {TURN 

BODY LEFT}, {PUT RIGHT FOOT OUT}, 

{STAND UP}, {STEP FORWARD}   

 About 3-10 seconds per task



Goal Seeking And Task Decomposition

 Example: driving to a bakery for a loaf 

of bread (continued)

 At each level task commands and goals 

from the higher level are longer and 

more abstract than task commands and 

goals to the next lower level

 At each lower level tasks become more 

specific, short term, and detailed –

there is more specific information from 

he environment (e.g., any bakery 

becomes a specific bakery) and 

increasing dependence on timely 

feedback from the environment

 At the upper levels task decomposition 

requires sophisticated perceptual and 

reasoning skills (e.g., vision to 

understand objects in the environment) 
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 Planning typically uses a world model to 

simulate the future from a starting state to a 

goal state on the planning horizon

 Plan definition:

 A path or a set of paths through state space 

from a starting state to a goal state

 A series of actions or activities that cause a 

system to achieve or maintain a goal state

 Both a series of actions and a path of resulting 

states

 Subgoals: intermediate states between 

starting state and goal state

 Procedure or program: series of commands 

or statements that produce actions that 

cause the system to transition from one 

subgoal to the next along the path to the goal 

state

Planning



Planning

 Planning is a process of 

generating a plan – two 

fundamental approaches

 Planning approach 1:

 Hypothesize a series of actions 

that lead from a starting state to a 

goal state 

 Use a world model to predict the 

results

 Use value judgment to evaluate 

actions and predicted results

 Choose the action series 

producing the best evaluation as a 

plan



Planning

 Planning approach 2: 

 Hypothesize a series of 

states that lead from a 

starting state to a goal state 

 Use an inverse model to 

compute the required 

series of action

 Use value judgment to 

evaluate both actions and 

results

 Choose the states 

producing the best 

evaluation as a plan



Difficulties Of Searching For A Plan

 Process of searching for a plan to 

reach a goal can be 

computationally intensive and 

time consuming

 The number of possible plans that 

can be hypothesized is the 

number of possible actions at 

each step of the plan raised to the 

power of the number of steps

 Every possible plan cannot be 

searched – a heuristic must be 

used to reduce the search space

 Heuristic: a rule of thumb that 

often (but not always) can provide 

a satisfactory (if not optimum) 

solution



Difficulties Of Searching For A Plan

 Simplest and most used method for 

reducing search space: case-based 

(or rule-based) planning

 Store a library of plans that are know 

to work under given circumstances

 When the appropriate circumstance 

occurs, select the corresponding 

plan from the plan library and 

execute it  

 Case-based planning works well for 

constrained environments or 

circumstances

 For an automated factory

 For an autonomous vehicle (e.g., on-

road driving has limited rules and 

circumstances)



Difficulties Of Searching For A Plan

 Less constrained 

environments would 

require a large library of 

plans

 Second heuristic: develop 

library of plans where each 

plan has a large number of 

conditional branches

 Variation: use schemas or 

scripts giving general form 

of behavior appropriate for 

common situations, but 

many parameters are 

supplied by sensing the 

environment



Difficulties Of Searching For A Plan

 Third heuristic: efficient algorithms 

for exploring paths through search 

space likely to provide success (e.g., 

expert systems, dynamic 

programming, game theory)

 Fourth heuristic: partition planning 

process into hierarchical layers so 

range and resolution of search space 

at each level of the planning 

hierarchy can be limited

 The four heuristic methods for 

searching for plans can be combined 

in various ways
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SENSORY
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(PassVehInFront)

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

PassVehInFront

PassVehInFront

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

NegotiateLaneConstrict

.

PassVehInFront.

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

COMMANDED

TASK (GOAL)

STATUS

STATUS

NEXT

SUBGOAL

(PassVehInFront)

(FollowLane)

PLAN STATE-TABLES
Possible Set of

LegalToPass

EnvironmentSafeToPass

SituationInFrontOKtoPass

SituationInBackOKtoPass

OnComingTrafficOKtoPass

NoTransitOrSchoolBusStopping

NoBridgeInPassZone

NoRailroadXInPassZone

NoIntersectionsInPassZone

LaneMarkingsAllowPass

“NoPassZone”-

NoTollBothInPassZone

NoTunnelInPassZone

NoConstructionInPassZone

NotInEffect

Lanes(pos, dir, width,

curvature)

MapOfPassZone (speeds,

veh-positions, accel)

WeatherNotObscuring

WindsNotSignificant

OwnVehicleCapable

RoadSurfaceSuitable

RoadNotTooSlippery

RoadSplashNotSignifcant

NoVehicleEnteringRoad

NoCurveBockingSight

NoHillBlockingSight

NoVehicleTurningLeft

NoPedestrianOnRoadSide

NoBicyclist
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NoVehiclePassing

SufficientReturnSpace

NoVehicleEnteringLane

NoPostalVehicleStopping

NoActiveEmergencyVehicles

NoDeliveryVehicleStopping

VehicleNotAttemptingToPass

VehicleNotTailgating
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OncomingVehiclesNormal

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

WORLD MODEL

KNOWLEDGE

World StatesObjects, Features

SENSORY
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STEP 1
STEP 2

STEP 4STEP 5

Lights (pos, size, state)

Crossing Gate ( pos,

Signs (pos, facing-dir, loc,

text and graphics)

Tracks (pos, size, dir)

Train (pos, dir, state)

CrossBuck (length,
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length, height, state)

PLAN STATE TABLE

Input State/Situation Output Action

PassVehInFront

S2  InPassingLane

S4  ReturnedToLane

NewPlan

  S3  ClearOfPassedVeh

 S2  ChangeToLeftLane

 S3  FollowLane

 S0  FollowLane
Done

S1  FollowLane

   S4  ChangeToRightLane

STEP 3

GoStline

Measurement

Resolutions

ColorCameras  LADAR

Radar  Stereo  FLIR  Nav

Segmented Groupings

Features and Attributes

Object Groupings and

Classifications

CrossBuck(pos)

0.09 degrees @ 200m

4.5m

0.
22

m
1.37m

STEP 6

 S1  ConditionsGoodToPass

Example: Autonomous On-Road Driving
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Tasks are analyzed through detailed scenarios

to create a task decomposition tree

+

Domain Experts

GotoDestination...
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DriveOnTwoLaneRd PassVehInFront NegotiateLaneConstriction
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Turn Accelerate SlowDown

Task Decomposition Tree

(On-road Driving Example)

STEP 1

SCENARIOS

+

 Analysis of domain knowledge from manuals and SMEs, especially through the use of scenarios

 The output of this effort is a structuring of this knowledge into a task tree form of finer and finer 

commands (actions/verbs) at finer and finer levels of task description



• Discovery of 

subtasks 

• Subtask command 

name is defined

• Understanding of 

the coordination of 

subtask activities 

• Grouping of 

commands by layer

Task Decomposition for On-

Road Driving
GotoDestination...

GoOn…Rd TurnRightOnto...RdTurnLeftOnto...Rd

FollowLane

GoArcCCW

DriveOnTwoLaneRd PassVehInFront NegotiateLaneConstriction

ChangeToRightLaneChangeToLeftLane

GoOn…Rd GoOn…Rd

FollowLane FollowLane

GoStlineGoArcCWGoStline

Turn Accelerate SlowDown

Task Decomposition Tree
(On-road Driving Example)

STEP 1
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Hierarchical Organization of 
Agent Control Modules

GotoDestination...
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FollowLane

GoArcCCW
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ChangeToRightLaneChangeToLeftLane
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Task Decomposition Tree
(On-road Driving Example)

An organizational group of agents is defined so that the responsibility for carrying 
out all of the relevant activities for each subtask layer of the decomposition can 

be identified with a particular agent.

STEP 2

 Structure is built from the bottom up

 Task decomposition from step 1 provides the levels of 

agents in the organization 

 Determine how many agents at each level

 How they are grouped and coordinated
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ChangeToRightLaneChangeToLeftLane

GoOn…Rd GoOn…Rd

FollowLane FollowLane

DoTrajSegDoTrajSegDoTrajSeg

Steer AdjustThrottle ApplyBrake

GotoDestination.

..

GoOn…Rd

PassVehInFront

FollowLane

FollowCirCW

Steer_Angle Speed&Acc

GoalPath

Trajectory

Destination
Manager

Driving

Behaviors

Route Segment
Manager

Elemental
Maneuvers

Steering

Control

Speed
Control

P

N

D

2

1

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

PassVehInFront

PassVehInFront

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

NegotiateLaneConstrict

.
PassVehInFront .

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

COMMANDED

TASK (GOAL)

STATUS

STATUS

NEXT

SUBGOAL

SENSORY
INPUT

STATE-

TABLES

GENERIC 4D/RCS

CONTROL MODULE

SENSORY

PROCESSING

KNOWLEDGE
DATABASE

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

WORLD

MODEL

STATUS

STATUS (PassVehInFront)

(FollowLane)

SubTask

Decomposition

FollowLane ChangeToRightLaneChangeToLeftLane FollowLane

PassVehInFront

FollowLane

(PassVehInFront)

(FollowLane)

STEP 3

STEP 1

STEP 2

For each partial task decomposition tree for each agent, specify each input condition/situation

that causes a fork to a different branch - these become “condition-action” rules in the state-table.



GotoDestination...

GoOn…Rd TurnRightOnto...RdTurnLeftOnto...Rd

FollowLane

DoTrajSeg

DriveOnTwoLaneRd PassVehInFront NegotiateLaneConstriction

ChangeToRightLaneChangeToLeftLane

GoOn…Rd GoOn…Rd

FollowLane FollowLane

DoTrajSegDoTrajSegDoTrajSeg

Steer AdjustThrottle ApplyBrake

GotoDestination.

..

GoOn…Rd

PassVehInFront

FollowLane

FollowCirCW

Steer_Angle Speed&Acc

GoalPath

Trajectory

Destination
Manager

Driving

Behaviors

Route Segment
Manager

Elemental
Maneuvers

Steering

Control

Speed
Control

P

N

D

2

1

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

PassVehInFront

PassVehInFront

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

NegotiateLaneConstrict

.
PassVehInFront .

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

COMMANDED

TASK (GOAL)

STATUS

STATUS

NEXT

SUBGOAL

SENSORY
INPUT

STATE-

TABLES

GENERIC 4D/RCS

CONTROL MODULE

SENSORY

PROCESSING

KNOWLEDGE
DATABASE

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

WORLD

MODEL

VALUE
JUDGMENT

STATUS

STATUS (PassVehInFront)

(FollowLane)

SubTask

Decomposition

(PassVehInFront)

STEP 1

STEP 2

FollowLane ChangeToRightLaneChangeToLeftLane FollowLane

PassVehInFront

FollowLaneFallBackToRightLane

(FollowLane)

STEP 3

PassVehInFront

 S1  ConditionsGoodToPass

NewPlan

S4  ReturnedToLane

  S3  ClearOfPassedVehicle

S2  InPassingLane

S3  ConditionsNotGoodToPass

ChangeToLeftLane

S1 FollowLane

S2

FollowLane
         Done

ChangeToRightLaneS4

S0

FollowLaneS3

FallBackToRightLaneS1

PLAN STATE TABLE

Input State/Situation Output Action

A new situation is discovered during scenario discussions and

results in the addition of a new situation-output action rule

to accommodate this contingency

 Each output action causes 

transition in state identifier

 Only matching rules are 

searched



LegalToPass

EnvironmentSafeToPass

SituationInFrontOKtoPass

SituationInBackOKtoPass

OnComingTrafficOKtoPass

NoTransitOrSchoolBusStopping

NoBridgeInPassZone

NoRailroadXInPassZone

NoIntersectionsInPassZone

LaneMarkingsAllowPass

“NoPassZone”-

NoTollBothInPassZone

NoTunnelInPassZone

NoConstructionInPassZone

NotInEffect

WeatherNotObscuring

WindsNotSignificant

OwnVehicleCapable

RoadSurfaceSuitable

RoadNotTooSlippery

RoadSplashNotSignifcant

NoVehicleEnteringRoad

NoCurveBockingSight

NoHillBlockingSight

NoVehicleTurningLeft

NoPedestrianOnRoadSide

NoBicyclist

VehiclesDrivingNormally

NoVehiclePassing

SufficientReturnSpace

NoVehicleEnteringLane

NoPostalVehicleStopping

NoActiveEmergencyVehicles

NoDeliveryVehicleStopping

VehicleNotAttemptingToPass

VehicleNotTailgating

VehicleNotClosingRapidly

NoActiveEmergencyVehicles

DistToOnComingVehicleOK

OncomingVehiclesNormal

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

World States

STEP 4

PLAN STATE TABLE

Input State/Situation Output Action

PassVehInFront

S2  InPassingLane

S4  ReturnedToLane

NewPlan

  S3  ClearOfPassedVeh

 S2  ChangeToLeftLane

 S3  FollowLane

 S0  FollowLane
Done

S1  FollowLane

   S4  ChangeToRightLane

 S1  ConditionsGoodToPass

WORLD MODEL

KNOWLEDGE

For each condition/situation, define the world states that are to be

evaluated to decide if the condition/situation is true or not



 All of the objects and 

entities together with 

their particular 

features and 

attributes that are 

relevant to defining 

the world states 

identified in step 4 

are identified and 

named

Example: Autonomous On-Road Driving



LegalToPass

NoTransitOrSchoolBusStopping

NoBridgeInPassZone

NoRailroadXInPassZone

NoIntersectionsInPassZone

LaneMarkingsAllowPass

“NoPassZone”-

NoTollBothInPassZone

NoTunnelInPassZone

NoConstructionInPassZone

NotInEffect

Lanes(pos, dir, width,

curvature)

MapOfPassZone (speeds,

veh-positions, accel)

WeatherNotObscuring

WindsNotSignificant

OwnVehicleCapable

RoadSurfaceSuitable

RoadNotTooSlippery

RoadSplashNotSignifcant

NoVehicleEnteringRoad

NoCurveBockingSight

NoHillBlockingSight

NoVehicleTurningLeft

NoPedestrianOnRoadSide

NoBicyclist

VehiclesDrivingNormally

NoVehiclePassing

SufficientReturnSpace

NoVehicleEnteringLane

NoPostalVehicleStopping

NoActiveEmergencyVehicles

NoDeliveryVehicleStopping

VehicleNotAttemptingToPass

VehicleNotTailgating

VehicleNotClosingRapidly

NoActiveEmergencyVehicles

DistToOnComingVehicleOK

OncomingVehiclesNormal

World StatesObjects, Features

STEP 5

Lights (pos, size, state)

Crossing Gate ( pos,

Signs (pos, facing-dir, loc,

text and graphics)

Tracks (pos, size, dir)

Train (pos, dir, state)

CrossBuck (length,

width, orient, pos)

length, height, state)

WORLD MODEL

KNOWLEDGE

For each world state, identify the objects and their features that must

be sensed in the environment to determine if that world state is true



NoRailroadXInPassZone

Lanes(pos, dir, width,

curvature)

MapOfPassZone (speeds,

veh-positions, accel)

Objects, Features

Lights (pos, size, state)

Crossing Gate ( pos,

Signs (pos, facing-dir, loc,

text and graphics)

Tracks (pos, size, dir)

Train (pos, dir, state)

CrossBuck (length,

width, orient, pos)

length, height, state)

Measurement

Resolutions

ColorCameras  LADAR

Radar  Stereo  FLIR  Nav

Segmented Groupings

Features and Attributes

Object Groupings and

Classifications

CrossBuck(pos)

0.09 degrees @ 200m

4.5m

0.
22

m
1.37m

STEP 6

World States

SENSORY

PROCESSING

For each object, identify attributes and dimensions along with minimum sensor

resolutions using the distances involved with the particular subtask activity



 Need to be able to identify 

crossbuck at full extent of 

passing zone

 For 75 km/h road, passing zone 

could be 200m

 Need to identify at 200 m 

distance

 Using knowledge of crossbuck 

plank elements, and assuming 

that at minimum, a 3 pixel 

square will need to cover planks 

yields minimum resolution of 

0.09°

 Need to identify what objects are 

associated with (which  road)

Example: Crossbuck Identification



DOT Driving Manuals

State Driving Codes

Traffic Control Devices

TASK

ANALYSIS

+

Domain Experts

GotoDestination...

GoOn…Rd TurnRightOnto...RdTurnLeftOnto...Rd

FollowLane

GoArcCCW

DriveOnTwoLaneRd PassVehInFront NegotiateLaneConstriction

ChangeToRightLaneChangeToLeftLane

GoOn…Rd GoOn…Rd

FollowLane FollowLane

GoStlineGoArcCWGoStline

Turn Accelerate SlowDown

GotoDestination...

GoOn…Rd

PassVehInFront

FollowLane

Vehicle

Trajectory

Destination

Manager

Driving

Behaviors

Route

Manager

Elemental

Maneuvers

Turn

Steering

Control

Accelerate

Speed

Control

P

N

D

2

1

MAP to AGENT

ARCHITECTURE

MAP TASK DECISIONS

to STATE-TABLES

Task Decomposition Tree

(On-road Driving Example)

Hierarchical Organization

of Agent Control Modules

SENSORY

PROCESSING

KNOWLEDGE

DATABASE

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

WORLD

MODEL

(Executing)

(FollowLane)(Executing)

SENSORY

INPUT

(Driving Behaviors

Agent Control Module)

Select “PassVehInFront”

Plan State-Table

(PassVehInFront)

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

PassVehInFront

PassVehInFront

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

NegotiateLaneConstrict

.

PassVehInFront.

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

COMMANDED

TASK (GOAL)

STATUS

STATUS

NEXT

SUBGOAL

(PassVehInFront)

(FollowLane)

PLAN STATE-TABLES
Possible Set of

LegalToPass

EnvironmentSafeToPass

SituationInFrontOKtoPass

SituationInBackOKtoPass

OnComingTrafficOKtoPass

NoTransitOrSchoolBusStopping

NoBridgeInPassZone

NoRailroadXInPassZone

NoIntersectionsInPassZone

LaneMarkingsAllowPass

“NoPassZone”-

NoTollBothInPassZone

NoTunnelInPassZone

NoConstructionInPassZone

NotInEffect

Lanes(pos, dir, width,

curvature)

MapOfPassZone (speeds,

veh-positions, accel)

WeatherNotObscuring

WindsNotSignificant

OwnVehicleCapable

RoadSurfaceSuitable

RoadNotTooSlippery

RoadSplashNotSignifcant

NoVehicleEnteringRoad

NoCurveBockingSight

NoHillBlockingSight

NoVehicleTurningLeft

NoPedestrianOnRoadSide

NoBicyclist

VehiclesDrivingNormally

NoVehiclePassing

SufficientReturnSpace

NoVehicleEnteringLane

NoPostalVehicleStopping

NoActiveEmergencyVehicles

NoDeliveryVehicleStopping

VehicleNotAttemptingToPass

VehicleNotTailgating

VehicleNotClosingRapidly

NoActiveEmergencyVehicles

DistToOnComingVehicleOK

OncomingVehiclesNormal

BEHAVIOR

GENERATION

WORLD MODEL

KNOWLEDGE

World StatesObjects, Features

SENSORY

PROCESSING

STEP 1
STEP 2

STEP 4STEP 5

Lights (pos, size, state)

Crossing Gate ( pos,

Signs (pos, facing-dir, loc,

text and graphics)

Tracks (pos, size, dir)

Train (pos, dir, state)

CrossBuck (length,

width, orient, pos)

length, height, state)

PLAN STATE TABLE

Input State/Situation Output Action

PassVehInFront

S2  InPassingLane

S4  ReturnedToLane

NewPlan

  S3  ClearOfPassedVeh

 S2  ChangeToLeftLane

 S3  FollowLane

 S0  FollowLane
Done

S1  FollowLane

   S4  ChangeToRightLane

STEP 3

GoStline

Measurement

Resolutions

ColorCameras  LADAR

Radar  Stereo  FLIR  Nav

Segmented Groupings

Features and Attributes

Object Groupings and

Classifications

CrossBuck(pos)

0.09 degrees @ 200m

4.5m

0.
22

m
1.37m

STEP 6

 S1  ConditionsGoodToPass

APPROACH:



GoOn_TurnRightOnto_

FollowRoute

TurnRightAtIntersection

TurnRightUsingExitRamp

TurnRightUsingFork

GoOn_TurnLeftOnto_

FollowRoute

TurnLeftAtIntersection

TurnLeftUsingExitRamp

TurnLeftUsingFork

TurnLeftUsingRightWithU

Turn

TurnLeftUsingUWithRight

Turn
GoOn_

StopAt_

FollowVehicle

FollowRoute

TurnLeftAtIntersection

TurnLeftUsingExitRamp

TurnLeftUsingFork

TurnLeftUsingRightWithUTurn

TurnLeftUsingUWithRightTurn

TurnRightAtIntersection

TurnRightUsingExitRamp

TurnRightUsingFork

TurnIntoDrive

GoOn_Becomes_

RespondToEmerVeh

RespondToOwnVehEmer

RespondToSchoolBus

RespondToTrafficPerson

PullOntoRoad

Make_U_Turn

BackUp

FollowRoad

PassVehInFront

DriveOnTwoLaneRd

DriveOnMultiLaneRd

PullOntoRoad

ChangeLaneToGoFaster

ChangeToGoalLane

AccomodatePassingVehicle

RespondToFollowingVeh

NegotiateLaneConstriction

NegotiateMovingConstriction

RespondToPedestrian

RespondToBicyclist

RespondToVehEnteringLane

DriveOnNarrowRoad

RespondToOncomingPassingVeh

CrossThru_Intersect

CrossThru_StopSign

CrossThru_YieldSign

CrossThru_SignalLight

CrossThru_UncontrolledInter

CrossThru_TrafficPerson

MergeInto_TravelLane

AccomodateMerge

Negotiate_RRCrossing

Negotiate_TollBooth

Negotiate_PedestrianCross

Negotiate_GateKeeper

TurnLeftAtInterTo_

TurnLeft_StopSign

TurnLeft_YieldSign

TurnLeft_SignalLight

TurnLeft_UncontrolledInter

TurnLeft_IntoDrive

TurnLeft_FromDrive

TurnLeft_IntoParkingSpace

TurnLeft_TrafficPerson

TurnRightAtInterTo_

TurnRight_StopSign

TurnRight_YieldSign

TurnRight_SignalLight

TurnRight_UncontrolledInter

TurnRight_IntoDrive

TurnRight_FromDrive

TurnRight_IntoParkingSpace

TurnRight_TrafficPerson

Make_U_Turn

Do_U_TurnAtIntersection

Do_U_TurnThruAccess

TurnAroundUsingDrive

TurnAroundInRoad

TurnAround_TrafficPersonBackup__

BackupVehicle

BackupIntoParallelPark

BackupOutOfParkSpace

BackLeftTo__

BackLeft_IntoLane

BackLeft_IntoDrive

BackLeft_IntoParkingSpace

BackRightTo__

BackRight_IntoLane

BackRight_IntoDrive

BackRight_IntoParkingSpace

Destination

Manager

RouteSegment

Manager

Uses maps, traffic, weather,

and construction reports to

select active mapquest-like

output command

DriveBehavior

Manager

Detects and recognizes

relevant vehicles and

objects, and determines

how they affect basic

driving behaviors

Receives goal lane with list

of relevant vehicles and

objects along immediate

route and generates goal

path to avoid collisions

GoalPath

Trajectory

Receives commanded

goal path and calculates

real-time dynamically

feasible trajectories that

adapt to side skid and

traction slip

Elemental

Maneuver

Subsystem

Reads signs, detects road

intersections and decides

on real-time road

changing maneuvers

On-road Driving

InitSubsystems

StartupVehicle

ShutDownVehicle

TurnOffSubsystems

Follow_StLine

Follow_CirArcCW

Follow_CirArcCCW

Stop/Halt

SetupForwardDirTraj

SetupReverseDirTraj

InitSubsystems

StartupVehicle

ShutDownVehicle

TurnOffSubsystems

FollowLane

PassOnLeft

PassOnRight

TurnRightTo__

TurnLeftTo__

StopAt

PullOff_OnLeftShoulder

PullOff_OnRightShoulder

GotoGap_LeftLane

GotoGap_RightLane

Premerge_LeftLane

Premerge_RightLane

ChangeTo_LeftLane

ChangeTo_RightLane

StopAtIntersection

AbortPass

CreepForward

PeekForPass

Backup

BackOut_ToGoLeft

BackOut_ToGoRight

BackInto_FromLeft

BackInto_FromRight

DoUTurn_AtInter

DoUTurn_MidRoad

Do3Pt_UTurn

CreepBackward

AllowVehToEnter_FromLeft

AllowVehToEnter_FromRight

YieldToPassingVeh

ReactToPassingVehAbort

PullOntoRd_FromLeftSh

PullOntoRd_FromRightSh

InitializeSytem

MakeVehOperational

ShutDownVehicle

TurnOffSystem

Goto_Destination

FollowVehicle

InitializeSystems

StartupVehicle

TurnOffSystems

ShutDownVehicle

InitSubsystems

StartUpVehicle

ShutDownVehicle

TurnOffSubsystems

Fork_Right

Fork_Left

Merge_Right

Merge_Left

GoTo_RightExitRamp

GoTo_LeftExitRamp

BackOut_GoLeft

BackOut_GoRight

RespondTo_OwnVehEmer

Accommodate_SchoolBus

Accommodate_EmerVeh

Activities Agent Hierarchy with Commands

(Section)

(Vehicle)

(Mobility)



 Engineering methodology has produced:

 Control architecture of seven layers of control

 Over 170 command/plans which are described 

by state tables of situation/action rules

 Initial estimate of the number of knowledge 

items involved for autonomous on-road 

driving

 Over 170 subtask commands (plan state-

tables)

 Over 1000 named condition/branching 

situations in input condition side of state 

tables

 5,000 to 10,000 world states needed for 

situation evaluation

 1,000 to 2,000 objects to be detected in the 

world

Example: Autonomous On-Road Driving: A 

Minimum Knowledge State


